
Big Stick is owned by Mike Ryan and Joe Baker. Mike is an engineer and 

inventor. His best friend, Joe, is a retired USMC Lieutenant Colonel of 21 

years, and for the last 16 years was with the Navy in the Department of  

Defense. These friends of 40 years decided to follow through on a shared 

passion to create a world-class bourbon of their own called Big Stick.

Big Stick begins in the traditional bourbon making method. We source  

the finest ingredients and age them in charred New American White Oak 

to our exact specifications.

After experimenting with traditional mash bills and dozens of variations, 

we opted for a unique blend to offer an unmatched flavor profile.  

Big Stick Bourbon is ultra-smooth because before bottling, we add a 

c harred New American White Oak Stick into every bottle. The bourbon to 

stick in bottle ratio is 99.8% equivalent to that of bourbon in a 53-gallon 

barrel. Similar to a “Double Oaked” whiskey, this added step allows our 

bourbon to gracefully integrate with new oak for a second time.

This innovative process creates an exceptional and extremely smooth 

whiskey with rich, enhanced flavors. With no evaporation in bottle versus  

in barrel; we like to say, “We Make The Angels Thirsty!TM” All Big Stick 

Bourbon is small batch.

We Proof to 95° as a symbol of our promise to donate 5% of our profits 

to organizations that support our Military and their families.

Mash: Proprietary Blend

Barrel: Medium/Heavy Toast, Char #4

Alcohol: 47.5% abv/95 Proof

Color: Saddle Brown Leather

Nose: Fresh cut oak, spearmint, clove
 with a touch of cigar box

Palate: Black currant, vanilla wafers, raisins,   
 caramel toffee and glazed honey

Finish: Well-balanced, integrated seasoned oak, 
 blueberries, blackberries, stone ground  
 crackers, and a mix of citrus
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